NO-SWEAT instructions:

This is the first product of its kind to address the issues involved in easily cleaning a shotgun barrel. We call this product “WIPE-OUT NO-SWEAT SHOTGUN BORE CLEANER”™ because of all the hassle that has been associated with the complicated and laborious task of cleaning these firearms.

Shotgun shooters now have a specific product made just for the problems associated with cleaning a shotgun barrel. The new product is the first to answer to this problem!

The recommended use for “WIPE-OUT NO-SWEAT SHOTGUN BORE CLEANER”™ is to apply it and let it set to dissolve the fouling from the barrel for at least 30 minutes. The product has a working life of more than 24 hours. However, many shooters will find that they can clean a barrel completely, however in under 10 minutes. This can be a particular advantage to those shooters who need a product that will clean in the shortest time possible because they have severe time constraints. The general shotgun shooter falls in to this group because they all have minimal amounts of time to clean their firearms, and more importantly minimal amounts of patients. Shotgun shooters know that after repeated firing you will have lots of carbon and powder fouling as well as lots of fouling from plastic wads. This plastic fouling along with powder fouling and carbon produces erratic patterns. The drag on wads as they pass thru the barrel just ahead of the chamber is what is the specific cause of the degradation of accuracy. This plastic fouling will build up into a complete ring, ahead of the chamber, and in the choke tubes or choke area.

“WIPE-OUT NO-SWEAT SHOTGUN BORE CLEANER”™ was developed to answer those problems and many more, because it dissolves fouling without brushing.

“WIPE-OUT NO-SWEAT SHOTGUN BORE CLEANER”™ is extremely easy to use. You apply to the muzzle or chamber and depress the button on the can top and fill the barrel. While “WIPE-OUT NO-SWEAT SHOTGUN BORE CLEANER”™ is still wet in the bore you simply patch out after 15 or 20 minutes. If your second patch comes out clean, you're done! Our tests show that using “WIPE-OUT NO-SWEAT SHOTGUN BORE CLEANER”™ will effectively dissolve much more fouling than any other method. There is absolutely NO BRUSHING. The barrel is cleaned with only patches. Or in other words “WIPE-OUT NO-SWEAT SHOTGUN BORE CLEANER”™ work faster and easier, making cleaning a shotgun firearm truly “NO-SWEAT”.

“WIPE-OUT NO-SWEAT SHOTGUN BORE CLEANER”™ is as safe to use for all metal finishes as well as both stainless steel and carbon steel.

Loss of accuracy (i.e. pattern density or blown patterns) is the by product of plastic fouling from wads. This fouling is extremely difficult to remove because it is literally bonded to the barrel or choke. When these shotguns get fouled without cleaning after they have been used in a prolonged shooting session, can be nearly impossible to clean in a single session. The barrel and choke will become fouled with gun powder residue as a result of combustion, additionally: other materials are deposited internally to the barrel, carbon, or plastic from wads. These are the most difficult to remove and are the greatest cause for the loss of accuracy in a firearm.

Most traditional shotgun bore cleaners are in one of three categories:
1. Not effective and require large amounts of brushing.
2. Semi-effective, but containing large amounts of harsh chemicals, and require large amounts of brushing.
3. Semi-effective but so harsh that the user is afraid to be in their presence without-a Bio-suit. These all are both messy and rather involved. Certainly they all require huge amounts of brushing.

The criteria for this new product “WIPE-OUT NO-SWEAT SHOTGUN BORE CLEANER”™ itself is a revolutionary new product that solves all the problems encountered with conventional shotgun cleaning. Sharp Shoot R Precision developed this
product with the aid and consultation of competitive shooters, gunsmiths, and manufacturers within the firearms industry. The resulting research and development team produced a revolutionary new type of cleaner:

I. “WILE-OUT ‘NO-SWEAT SHOTGUN BORE CLEANER ™” will dissolve bore fouling of all types twice as fast and in half the time without brushing.

II. “WILE-OUT ‘NO-SWEAT SHOTGUN BORE CLEANER ™” will protect all metal parts including the bore against corrosion & rust.

III. “WILE-OUT ‘NO-SWEAT SHOTGUN BORE CLEANER ™” is totally safe for all steels (both stainless and carbon)

IV. “WILE-OUT ‘NO-SWEAT SHOTGUN BORE CLEANER ™” is harmless to modern gunstock finishes. (it is not for use on shellac, varnish ,Tru-Oil, Lin-Speed, linseed oil or tung oil)

V. “WILE-OUT ‘NO-SWEAT SHOTGUN BORE CLEANER ™” dissolves carbon without brushing

VI. “WILE-OUT ‘NO-SWEAT SHOTGUN BORE CLEANER ™” dissolves smokeless powder fouling, and black powder fouling, black powder substitutes and primer fouling.

VII. “WILE-OUT ‘NO-SWEAT SHOTGUN BORE CLEANER ™” will dissolve plastic fouling from shotshell wads and sabots in both the area ahead of the chamber and the choke or choke tubes

VIII. “WILE-OUT ‘NO-SWEAT SHOTGUN BORE CLEANER ™” is odorless, relatively safe and easy to use.

IX. “WILE-OUT ‘NO-SWEAT SHOTGUN BORE CLEANER ™” contains NO ACID and NO AMMONIA.

Operating instructions:
Apply “WILE-OUT ‘NO-SWEAT SHOTGUN BORE CLEANER ™” into the barrel by means of a the adapter on the can spout. Push and hold tightly on the muzzle or chamber until a small amount of the “suds” is extruded from the opposite end. You may also apply a small amount to a patch for a quick pass thru the barrel ,or choke in between regular cleanings . Put the patch which has been wetted with the solution on a jag, and swamp it thru the barrel.

“WILE-OUT ‘NO-SWEAT SHOTGUN BORE CLEANER ™” may be applied from the breach end . Stop the application when Wipe-Out is present at either the muzzle or the chamber. Place the firearm down horizontally on the bench. Wait for 15 to 20 minutes. Put a clean cotton patch on a a good jag and push through the bore. The use of a bore brush is not necessary, ever. Additionally, for really stubborn fouling “WILE-OUT ‘NO-SWEAT SHOTGUN BORE CLEANER ™” may be left in the barrel as long as 24 to 36 hours.

“WILE-OUT ‘NO-SWEAT SHOTGUN BORE CLEANER ™” is available in a 14 ounce aerosol can. The suggested retail is $19.99 per can, and is manufactured and sold by , Sharp Shoot R Precision Products®. The product is available to all distributors, and dealers in this market area.

For further information please contact Sharp Shoot R Precision Products® P.O.Box 171, Paola, Kansas 66071. Pho:785-883-4444 or by Fax at 785-883-2525,

Proudly “Made in the USA”